Undergraduate Programs—NEW COURSE PROPOSAL

DEPARTMENT: SCHOOL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
COLLEGE: DESIGN AND SOCIAL INQUIRY

RECOMMENDED COURSE IDENTIFICATION:
PREFIX _______ PAD _______ COURSE NUMBER _______ 3892 _______ LAB CODE (L or C) _______
(TO OBTAIN A COURSE NUMBER, CONTACT rpolanek@fau.edu)

COMPLETE COURSE TITLE: PUBLIC SAFETY SYSTEMS

CREDITS: 3

TEXTBOOK INFORMATION:

EFFECTIVE DATE
(first term course will be offered)
FALL, 2014

GRADING (SELECT ONLY ONE GRADING OPTION): REGULAR _______ PASS/FAIL _______ SATISFACTORY/UNSATISFACTORY _______

COURSE DESCRIPTION, NO MORE THAN 3 LINES: THIS COURSE INTRODUCES STUDENTS TO THE ROLE OF THE VARIOUS PUBLIC SAFETY SYSTEMS IN LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. IT COVERS THE FUNCTIONS OF PUBLIC SAFETY IN LAW ENFORCEMENT, CORRECTIONS, THE COURTS AND JUVENILE JUSTICE.

PREREQUISITES W/MINIMUM GRADE*: NONE

COREQUISITES*: NONE

REGISTRATION CONTROLS (MAJOR, COLLEGE, LEVEL)*:
THIS WILL BE A 3000 LEVEL CORE COURSE FOR BACHELOR OF PUBLIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

**DEFAULT MINIMUM PASSING GRADE IS D-. PREREQUISITES, COREQUISITES AND REGISTRATION CONTROLS WILL BE ENFORCED FOR ALL COURSE SECTIONS.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED TO TEACH THIS COURSE: MASTERS DEGREE WITH 18 CREDITS IN AN APPROVED DISCIPLINE

WAC/GORDON RULE COURSE
YES _______ NO _______ X _______

WAC/Gordon Rule criteria must be indicated in syllabus. Guidelines: www.fau.edu/WAC/

Faculty contact, email and complete phone number:
Richard J Mangan, rmangan@fau.edu
561-297-2878

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENT (MARK X IN FRONT OF SELECTION):
— Written Communication
— Mathematics/Quant. Reas.
— Science/Natural World
— Society/Human Behavior
— Global Citizenship
— Creative Expression

Faculty contact, email and complete phone number:
Richard J Mangan, rmangan@fau.edu
561-297-2878

DEPARTMENTS AND/ OR COLLEGES THAT MIGHT BE AFFECTED BY THE NEW COURSE MUST BE CONSULTED AND LISTED HERE. PLEASE ATTACH COMMENTS FROM EACH.

SCHOOL OF CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE, CSS

APPROVED BY:
Department Chair: Khi V. Thai
College Curriculum Chair:
College Dean:
UUPC Chair:
Provost:

DATE: 2/4/2014
ATTACHMENT CHECKLIST
— Syllabus (see guidelines for requirements: www.fau.edu/academic/Registrar/UUPCinfo/)
— Written consent from all departments affected by new course
— WAC approval (if necessary)
— General Education approval (if necessary)

Email this form and syllabus to mjennings@fau.edu one week before the University Undergraduate Programs Committee meeting so that materials may be viewed on the UUPC website prior to the meeting.
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